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Education plays a vital role in ones life from the ancient times. Now days if any one belongs from
low background or high status all wishes to achieve the best education for their kids. It means
people knows it very well in India also that what is the actual value of education in our life. India is a
developing country. Getting the primary level of education at free of cost is a right of every child in
India. Many government schools are there in India who are offering good CBSE study pattern at
very nominal fees.

Apart from that the private and public schools in India are taking full responsibilities on their
shoulders to make each of their students a best citizen of tomorrows India. They are providing the
best infrastructures in their schools which are fulfilling each essential requirement of the students to
have a comfortable atmosphere in the school premises. The infrastructure includes best library
facilities, good computers, Mathâ€™s and science labs; every student will get their individual system for
study and practice in the school.

Academically the CBSE, ICSE, IBcurriculums are being followedby most of the schools in India. The
CBSE schools are getting the highest admission rating every year because the curricula of theses
schools are quite similar like the competitiveexams which are held across the India on the same day.

In co-curricular activities majority of public schools in Hyderabad are also performing their highest
duties to make each child an all-rounder.  It can be from various fieldsâ€™ sports activities, modern
games cum recreational methods such as swimming, athletics, gymnastics and taekwondoetc.
types of marshal arts have been introduced in many schools there. They are basically English
medium co-educational schools where Telegu and Urdu are the subsidiaries subjects can be opt by
the students if they wish to learn that especially.

Here we can make a list from the best of our sources about the top 10 schools in India are as
follows:-

@	Holy Angels School, Kullu

@	ChinmayaVidyalaya, AP

@	Guru Harkrishan Public School, new Delhi

@	Saint Kabir Convent Day-boarding School, Dasuwal (valtoha), Amritsar

@	Apollo International School, Haryana

@	Gateway International School, Sonepat

@	VidyaSanskar International School, Faridabad

@	Excellent Public School, Burari, Delhi

@	G.D. Goenka International School, Sonepat

@	Campus School, Ghaziabad
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The young talent of India in every exiting field from science & technology to sports and politics are
flying their flags across the globe.  Today Indian doctors, scientists and aeronautics are the people
who have born and brought up in Indian land and schools or colleges but using their skills in foreign
countries. This is also a pattern comes in the brain-drain systems by the foreign companies for
Indian talents. But such type of Indian names and hard work if implemented in other countries then
foreign companies are also investing well in many Indian sectors. In past few years due to the high
performances of Indian in all sectors per person income has also been raised. All this miracle can
only happens due to the hard work of Indian school systems.
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Raj - About Author:
Writer is school advisor of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.com â€“ a portal that provides free of cost
consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission process. Parents can
locate a Translam Academy International or a Jaipur School of their choice selected from the
directory of schools listed on the site and applies to them. They can also search for a Jawahar
Navodaya Vidyalaya Bhopal as per their choice and fill up the school application forms online.
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